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INC: AUTO OPEN HINGE DESIGN

Auto Open Hinge Design
Given by the trend that NB weight is lighter and lighter gradually, base weight of
most ultra-light NB conflict with hinge torque nowadays caused one-hand-open is not
easy to be fulfill. This creation provides a new user behavior by the automatic
convenience mechanism. The display module (Hinge-Up) is able to be opened
automatically instead of traditional one-hand-open scenario.
Given by special cam (2 steps) with “Double” torsion spring design on hinge, the
display open procedure will be as below to fulfill the purpose of this creation


0~20: auto-locked by a pair of 2 steps cam on hinge (un-locked by finger
inserted between hinge-up and base)



20~80: Display module (Hinge-up) is opened automatically by double torsion
spring. Spring stop action at 80 degree.



80~180: free stop during within this field of operation angle as tradition
operation scenario by the pair of cams mentioned above.

Key Design Features:


2 double torsion spring a side of traditional cam structure
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Double torsion spring providing 2 times torsion, it keeps same hinge diameter
won’t need to be increased as usually



2 step CAM can ease loading while double torsion spring operating.



2 step CAM can provide 2 torque (0~80° and 90°~180°) and the pick value
(during70°~90°) can make hinge stop at 80°

The over all torque performance in system is as below
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